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KMS Sportgroup Inc. & Glide Pro Stabilizing Your Canadian Ride in 2007
This year, as usual the Sturgis 2007 Celebration of Riding held many new and wondrous products for
the V-twin owner. Some were full of hype, and others just simply work.
KMS Sportgroup Inc. is proud to announce the addition of the Glide Pro® Stabilizing Device to our
growing list of “ Quality Made in the USA Products.”
Glide Pro® is simply one of the coolest new products to come along in awhile to address the
concerns about handling on your V-Twin Touring Bike. No matter how cool a product is, what really
counts is the fact that the Glide Pro® works!
Jake and Rowdy at Glide Pro® sat down and took a fresh look at how to solve these wobbles and
tank slaps we hear so much about, without adding vibrations or unwanted rigidity in the chassis.
Drawing on good old fashioned aircraft technology and metallurgy, Glide Pro ® simply attacked a
weak link in the Touring Bike chassis. They re-engineered the Pivot Bolt, and developed a bigger,
stronger, and much wider, Palomar encased bushing support to replace the stock pivot shaft supports
with. In about 20 to 30 minutes, all this simply slides into the stock swingarm, the bushings slide
inside the stock HD Rubber mount, the pivot bolt slides into the swing arm and off you go. NO more
wobbling or dancing, no vibrations, and nothing hung underneath your bike.
Two models are available for the early and late style applications, both are in stock ready to ship.
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Now Available in Canada!

MSRP $ 399.95 cdn.
If you are building “ Hot Touring Bikes” you need to know about this new innovation sweeping the
industry. Read the testimonials, including our own test results on the KMS Sportgroup Inc. 2006 Road
Glide Project Bike. If you sell one, you will sell a dozen, because the first time you head into a long
sweeping corner you will understand, with a smile, just what a “ Glide Pro® Ride is all about!
When only the best will do, ask for Glide Pro®!
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